Qube / Pixomatic
Junior iOS developer
Deadline: 23 February 2018

Employment term: Permanent
Category: Software development
Job type: Full time
Location: Yerevan

Job description:
In this role, you will participate in Pixomatic photo editor, Baby Moments and our other portfolio
applications development. As a vital team member you will be participating in the development of our
world class programs. Total number of our apps downloads is over 1.6 million.

Job responsibilities:


As an iOS developer, you would be responsible for developing new features and optimizing
existing features in our suite of mobile apps. Mobile apps are important to us. Your work will be
highly visible.



Ensure the performance, quality, and responsiveness of applications



Collaborate with a team to define, develop, and ship new features



Identify and correct bottlenecks and fix bugs



Help maintain code quality, organization, and automatization



Learn about image processing and photo editors and develop creative new app features to enhance
our user experience.

Required qualifications:


iOS applications development experience. We are no prior work experience friendly, if you can
showcase your coding skills.



Knowledge and experience in Swift, iOS libraries and frameworks (CoreML, Core image, etc).



Knowledge of iOS design principles, patterns, and best practices.



Understanding of Apple’s design principles and interface guidelines



Knowledge of OOP best practices.



Experience working with design files. (Photoshop, Zeplin, etc)



Eager to learn new programming languages and technologies (C++, OpenGL, etc).



Experience working with version controls (git).



Strong debugging, problem solving and investigative skills. Ability to assimilate disparate
information (log files, error messages etc.) and pursue leads to find root cause problems.



Self-starter who can work independently.



Strong consulting and communication skills. Ability to work effectively with team members in
pursuit of problem solutions.

Additional information:
All interested candidates are kindly requested to submit their CVs by e-mail to garik@pixomatic.us .
Please indicate the title of the position in the subject line of your e-mail. We are no prior work experience
friendly, if you can showcase your coding skills.

